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ABSTRACT
The fitness effects of classes of DNA mutations can be inferred from patterns of nucleotide variation.

A number of studies have attributed differences in levels of polymorphism and divergence between silent
and replacement mutations to the action of natural selection. Here, I investigate the statistical power to
detect directional selection through contrasts of DNA variation among functional categories of mutations.
A variety of statistical approaches are applied to DNA data simulated under Sawyer and Hartl’s Poisson
random field model. Under assumptions of free recombination and stationarity, comparisons that include
both the frequency distributions of mutations segregating within populations and the numbers of mutations
fixed between populations have substantial power to detect even very weak selection. Frequency distribution
and divergence tests are applied to silent and replacement mutations among five alleles of each of eight
Drosophila simulans genes. Putatively “preferred” silent mutations segregate at higher frequencies and are
more often fixed between species than “unpreferred” silent changes, suggesting fitness differences among
synonymous codons. Amino acid changes tend to be either rare polymorphisms or fixed differences,
consistent with a combination of deleterious and adaptive protein evolution. In these data, a substantial
fraction of both silent and replacement DNA mutations appear to affect fitness.

THE evolutionary fate of a DNA sequence mutation tion size, population subdivision, genetic linkage to
adaptive and deleterious mutations, and selection onis governed by genetic drift, demographic pro-

cesses, and natural selection acting directly on the muta- the mutations themselves (Strobek 1987; Hudson et
al. 1992; Braverman et al. 1995; Charlesworth et al.tion or indirectly through its effect on closely linked

mutations. Distinguishing among the roles of each of 1995; Simonsen et al. 1995; Fu 1996, 1997). However,
distinguishing between the contributions of demo-these factors in patterning within- and between-species

genetic variation is a central goal of population genetics graphic history and natural selection to a given depar-
ture from the null can be difficult. For example, patterns(Lewontin 1974). In particular, the shape of the distri-

bution of fitness effects of mutations remains a conten- of neutral DNA sequence variation closely linked to a
site that has undergone a recent adaptive substitutiontious issue (Kimura 1983; Gillespie 1991; Ohta 1992;

Takahata 1996). or “selective sweep” are similar to those in an expanding
population (Simonsen et al. 1995). Alternatively, pat-A number of approaches attempt to infer evolutionary

processes by comparing patterns of DNA variation from terns of neutral DNA variation linked to a site at which
a polymorphism is maintained by balancing selectiona given genetic region to those predicted under a speci-

fied evolutionary model (i.e., Watterson 1978; Stro- can be similar to sequence variation sampled from sub-
divided populations (Hudson 1990).bek 1987; Tajima 1989; Hudson et al. 1992, 1994; Fu

and Li 1993; Braverman et al. 1995; Simonsen et al. A second class of approaches compares patterns of
DNA variation between two or more genetic regions1995; Fu 1996, 1997; Kelly 1997). The most common

null model assumes an infinite number of mutable sites, (Hudson et al. 1987; McDonald 1996, 1998; Hey 1997).
Such comparisons attempt to distinguish between theno natural selection, no recombination, a stationary fre-

quency distribution of segregating mutations, and a effects of demographic history, which should have a
roughly equal impact throughout the genome, and nat-Wright-Fisher demographic model. Rejection of the null

hypothesis can be caused by a number of departures ural selection, whose effect may be more localized. Al-
though the statistical power of this approach to de-from these assumptions including changes in popula-
tecting particular scenarios of evolution has not been
investigated, regional differences in levels of polymor-
phism, or in the frequency distributions of mutations,
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ing neutral polymorphism. However, between-region mutations) directional selection (Kimura and Ohta
comparisons neither identify the particular site(s) un- 1971; Kimura 1983). Positive selection increases the
der selection nor address what fraction of segregating probability that a mutation will rise in frequency in each
or fixed mutations affects fitness. generation, whereas negative selection has the opposite

Comparisons of evolutionary patterns between cate- effect. However, except for very strong selection, the
gories of mutations interspersed within a genetic region time scale of the process is on the order of Ne, the
attempt to identify the direct action of natural selection. effective population size, generations. Inferring the fitness
If the classes of mutations (such as replacement and effects of mutations by measuring the evolutionary tra-
silent changes) are randomly interspersed within a ge- jectories (frequency changes) of individual mutations
netic region, then population level effects and selection in laboratory or natural populations requires relatively
at linked sites are expected to have a roughly equivalent strong deterministic forces (s . 0.001; Dykhuizen and
impact on mutations in the two classes (Hudson 1993). Hartl 1983). In large populations, much weaker selec-
Thus, differences in the frequency distributions of poly- tion (s . 1/Ne) can have an important impact in long-
morphic mutations (Sawyer et al. 1987) and in the term evolution (Fisher 1930; Wright 1931; Kimura
ratios of polymorphic and fixed mutations (McDonald 1962; Ohta 1973) but cannot be measured directly. For
and Kreitman 1991; Templeton 1996; Akashi 1997a) such mutations, the trajectories of the mutations, and
should reflect differences in the fitness effects of the thus their fitness effects, can be inferred by sampling
mutations. A number of claims of adaptive (McDonald two aspects of the evolutionary process. A “snapshot” of
and Kreitman 1991; Eanes et al. 1993; Long and Lang- evolution can be obtained by comparing alleles from
ley 1993; Karotam et al. 1995; King 1998), deleterious within a population; the data consist of the number of
(Sawyer et al. 1987; Ballard and Kreitman 1994; segregating sites and their frequencies in the sample.
Nachman et al. 1994, 1996; Rand et al. 1994; Akashi The numbers of mutations “fixed” between an outgroup
1996; Templeton 1996; Wise et al. 1998), and balanc- and the most recent common ancestor of the popula-
ing (Wayne et al. 1996) selection on amino acid vari- tion sample can be inferred by examining sequences
ants, mutation-selection-drift at silent sites (Ballard from closely related species.
and Kreitman 1994; Akashi 1995, 1997a; Akashi and Consider an aligned set of DNA sequences from m
Schaeffer 1997), and deleterious effects of transpos- individuals from a population and at least one sequence
able element insertions (Golding et al. 1986) rely on from an outgroup. Assume an infinite number of muta-
such comparisons. ble sites in these sequences so that all mutations occur

Although a growing number of studies are inferring at unique sites. Assume first that ancestral and derived
evolutionary processes from comparisons among inter-

nucleotides can be determined at sites that vary in the
spersed mutations, the sensitivity and robustness of this

sample and at sites that differ between the sample andapproach to detecting selection have not been exam-
the outgroup. At a given variable site, the nonancestralined. Here, I investigate the statistical power to detect
nucleotide will be found in r 5 1 to m of the sequences.directional selection through comparisons of patterns
The distribution of nonancestral nucleotides fallingof variation between putative fitness classes of DNA
into the r frequency classes will be referred to as themutations. All results are obtained under Sawyer and
“configuration” of mutations [to distinguish the pat-Hartl’s Poisson random field model (Sawyer and
tern from the “frequency distribution” of mutationsHartl 1992; Hartl et al. 1994) under assumptions of
that is often used to describe polymorphic mutationsstationarity, free recombination, and independent fit-
(r 5 1 to m 2 1)]. Mutations in frequency class m willness effects (results under departures from these as-
be referred to as “fixed” between the sample and thesumptions will be addressed in a separate study). The
outgroup. In the absence of information about theperformance of a number of statistical tests is compared
ancestral and derived nucleotides at variable sites,over a wide range of selection intensities and sample
the configuration can be “folded-over” by pooling eachsizes of DNA sequences. Such tests are applied to DNA
pair of frequency classes r 5 i and r 5 m 2 i for allsequence data from eight Drosophila simulans genes to
integers, 1 # i # m/2.determine the contribution of natural selection in silent

Figure 1 illustrates the quantitative effects of direc-and protein evolution.
tional selection on the expected configurations of muta-
tions. Positive directional selection skews the configura-

NATURAL SELECTION AND THE EXPECTED tion toward a larger proportion of mutations at high
CONFIGURATIONS OF MUTATIONS frequencies within the population or fixed in the sample

(Figure 1b). Negative directional selection has the oppo-Kimura and Ohta treat gene frequency changes
site effect: a greater proportion of nonancestral nucleo-within populations and the accumulation of fixed dif-
tides segregate at low frequencies (Figure 1a). However,ferences between populations as two facets of an un-
note that under positive selection, the total expectedderlying process of evolution under relatively constant

mutation rates, effective population sizes, and (for some number of variable sites in the sample increases as a
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Figure 1.—Expected configurations of neutral and selected mutations. The expected numbers of newly arisen mutations at
frequency classes r 5 1 to m in a sample of sequences were calculated according to Sawyer and Hartl (1992) and Hartl et
al. (1994). Data are shown for m 5 5 sequences and tdiv 5 0.6. a and b show the expected proportion of variable sites in the
sample at different frequencies under negative and positive selection, respectively. c and d show the proportion of mutable sites
at which variants are expected to be segregating at different frequencies or fixed in the sample under negative and positive
selection, respectively. Note that the scales for the y-axis differ for c and d. For m 5 5, pooling classes r 5 1 and r 5 4, and r 5 2
and r 5 3 would give a folded-over distribution with three frequency classes. Superscript f denotes “fixed” difference class (r 5
m). In this figure, and in the following figures, the scales of unlabeled x- and y-axes are equivalent to those of graphs in the
same columns and rows, respectively.

function of Nes (Figure 1d), whereas under negative se- Their 2 3 2 contingency table compares the numbers of
polymorphic mutations, pooled across frequency classeslection, the opposite is true (Figure 1c).

Golding et al. (1986) and Sawyer et al. (1987) were (1 # r , m), and the numbers of fixed differences (r 5
m). Because directional selection has a strong impact onthe first to infer differences in the average fitness effects

of mutations by contrasting within- and between-species the fixed differences class (Figure 1), including this infor-
mation is likely to increase the sensitivity of the statisticalvariation among functional classes of DNA changes.

Sawyer et al. (1987) suggested a simple comparison of approach to detect selection. However, by pooling all poly-
morphic mutations into a single category, McDonald andthe frequency distributions of silent and replacement

polymorphisms in a 2 3 2 contingency table. Their data Kreitman’s test sacrifices information from the frequency
distribution of segregating mutations.did not include an outgroup sequence, so the analyses

were confined to polymorphism data with unknown Templeton (1996) combined the approaches of
Sawyer et al. (1987) and McDonald and Kreitmanancestral and derived states (folded configurations).

They divided segregating mutations into two frequency (1991) by expanding the contrast to a test of homogene-
ity across three frequency classes. The numbers of single-classes, “singletons” (r 5 1 and r 5 m 2 1) and other

frequency classes (1 , r , m 2 1). A departure from ton polymorphisms (r 5 1 and r 5 m 2 1), polymor-
phisms at intermediate frequencies (1 , r , m 2 1),homogeneity in these classes among silent and replace-

ment changes was interpreted as evidence for differ- and fixed differences (r 5 m) were compared between
silent and replacement mutations. The statistical testences in the fitness effects of the mutations.

McDonald and Kreitman (1991) included between- examines information from both the folded frequency
distribution of segregating mutations and the numbersspecies variation in a similar test of homogeneity among

frequency classes for silent and replacement mutations. of fixed differences, but information for polymorphic
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mutations segregating at frequencies greater than one regardless of whether any pairs of the DNA sequences
are identical or not.is lost by pooling such variants into a single category.

The statistical power to detect selection through these In the following power tests, Ne and u were fixed
and the other parameters were varied over a range ofapproaches could, in principle, be enhanced by includ-

ing more information from the sample and by employing interest. Ne 5 106 (Kreitman 1983) and u 5 1029 (Mori-
yama 1987; Rowan and Hunt 1991) correspond toa statistical test that is more sensitive to deviations caused

by the particular alternative hypotheses of interest (Akashi rough estimates for these parameters in Drosophila.
Statistical power was examined for m 5 5, 10, 25, and1997a). Because even very weak selection affects the ex-

pected proportion of mutations in each frequency class, 50 alleles and for l 5 500, 1000, 2500, and 5000 mutable
sites. Selection coefficients were varied between 2100 #treating each class (1 # r , m) as a distinct category

may increase the sensitivity of the approach. In addition, Nes # 100, and the time of divergence between the
sampled alleles and the outgroup was varied betweenoutgroup sequences can be used to infer ancestral and

derived states at variable positions so that r 5 i and r 5 tdiv 5 0.6, 1.2, 2.4, and 4.8. The lower tdiv value was that
estimated from intron polymorphism and divergencem 2 i classes do not have to be pooled. Finally, under the

Poisson random field model, directional selection has a data in D. simulans since its split with its sister species,
D. melanogaster (see Akashi and Schaeffer 1997). Thestrong effect on the means of the configurations of muta-

tions (Figure 1). Statistical comparisons that are more upper value corresponds to z10% expected divergence
at neutral sites. For a given set of parameter values,sensitive to differences in the location of distributions may

be more powerful for detecting fitness effects of mutations mutations at half of the sites were neutral and the other
half were selected. Simulations were also conducted forthan tests of homogeneity.
20% neutral and 80% selected sites and for 80% neutral
and 20% selected sites. In all simulations, selection

CONFIGURATION TESTS BETWEEN NEUTRAL coefficients were uniform for all mutations within each
AND SELECTED MUTATIONS

category.
For each set of five parameters, the expected valuesSawyer et al. (1987) identified the fitness effects of

amino acid mutations by comparing the configurations of the numbers of neutral and selected mutations in
each frequency class in the configuration were calcu-of silent and replacement mutations within coding re-

gions in DNA. Assuming neutral evolution at silent sites, lated according to the equations of Table 2 of Sawyer
and Hartl (1992) and Equation 2 of Hartl et al.a configuration of amino acid mutations skewed toward

an excess of rare polymorphisms reflects deleterious (1994). The algorithm of Press et al. (1992, p. 293) was
used to generate 1000 simulated data sets by samplingamino acid mutations, whereas an excess of common or

fixed amino acid differences supports adaptive protein integers from Poisson distributions with these expected
values as their means. All simulations were written inevolution. The analyses below investigate the statistical

power to detect selection through such comparisons the C computer language and run on Macintosh and
Pentium desktop computers.between neutral and selected mutations.

Sawyer and Hartl’s Poisson random field model allows A variety of statistical tests was applied to each of
the simulated data sets. For polymorphism (frequencyrelatively straightforward simulation of DNA variation

data under directional selection. The model assumes distribution) data, the tests examined were as follows:
Sawyer et al.’s (1987) 2 3 2 test of independence witha Wright-Fisher population of haploid individuals, an

infinite number of mutable sites, a stationary frequency frequency classes r 5 1 and 1 , r , m, a 2 3 (m 2 1)
test of independence for all the frequency classes ofdistribution of segregating mutations, and independent

evolution at all sites (free recombination and indepen- polymorphic mutations and a Mann-Whitney U-test
(MWU) for all the frequency classes (see Table 1 fordent fitness effects of mutations). Under these assump-

tions, the numbers of mutations in each frequency class abbreviations). For unfolded distributions, ancestral and
derived states were assumed to be inferred without error.in the configuration (r 5 1 to m) are independent Pois-

son random variables whose means can be calculated For the tests of homogeneity, the probability of the
data under the null hypothesis of independence wasaccording to the equations of Sawyer and Hartl

(1992) and Hartl et al. (1994). These means are a estimated through a Monte Carlo approach. For each
simulated 2 3 n table, the product of each cell valuefunction of five parameters: Ne, the species effective

population size; u, the expected number of mutations and its natural logarithm was summed across all cells
to give a test statistic. The test statistic was also calculatedper nucleotide site, per generation; l, the number of

aligned nucleotide sites; m, the number of alleles sam- for 1000 randomized tables. In a generalization of the
Fisher exact test, the joint probability of cell values waspled from a given population; tdiv, the time of divergence

between the population sampled and the outgroup assumed to be the joint hypergeometric probabilities of
the cells under homogeneity for the same marginal val-(scaled to Ne generations); and s, the selective effect of

mutations. Note that number of “alleles” refers to the ues as the simulated table (see appendix). For each
simulated table, 1000 random tables were generatednumber of chromosomes sampled from a population
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TABLE 1

Statistical tests comparing the configurations of mutations

Abbreviation Statistical test Frequency classes Reference

fd2MCH 2 3 2 Monte Carlo test of homogeneity r 5 1, 1 , r , m Sawyer et al. (1987)
fdMCH 2 3 (m 2 1) Monte Carlo test of homogeneity r 5 1, r 5 2, . . . , r 5 m 2 1
fdMWU Mann-Whitney U-test r 5 1, r 5 2, . . . , r 5 m 2 1 Akashi and Schaeffer (1997)
TD Tajima’s D-test Not applicable Tajima (1989)
pdMCH 2 3 2 Monte Carlo test of homogeneity 1 % r , m, r 5 m McDonald and Kreitman (1991)
sidMCH 2 3 3 Monte Carlo test of homogeneity r 5 1, 1 , r , m, r 5 m Templeton (1996)
fddMCH 2 3 m Monte Carlo test of homogeneity r 5 1, r 5 2, . . . , r 5 m
fddMWU Mann-Whitney U-test r 5 1, r 5 2, . . . , r 5 m Akashi (1997a)

Frequency classes assume that ancestral and derived states are inferred at variable nucleotide sites (unfolded distributions).
The original tests suggested by Sawyer et al. (1987), McDonald and Kreitman (1991), and Templeton (1996) were performed
on folded distributions. Monte Carlo tests of homogeneity were employed in lieu of G-tests, Fisher’s exact tests, and v2 tests
employed in the references.

from these joint hypergeometric probabilities. The frac- of homogeneity, the 2 3 2 test is more sensitive to
negative selection, whereas the 2 3 (m 2 1) test istion of these random tables with a test statistic equal to,

or greater than, that observed in the sample was used as generally more powerful for Nes . 0. This appears to
reflect the lack of information in the higher frequencythe estimate of the two-tailed probability of the observed

data under the null hypothesis of homogeneity in their classes for mutations under negative selection (Figure
1). Tajima’s D-test performs poorly for small numbersconfigurations (the procedure follows that of B. Engels,

personal communication). In these simulations, the first of alleles, but is quite sensitive to negative directional
selection when the number of sampled alleles is large.column of the table is generated under the assumption

of selective neutrality. Rejection of the null hypothesis Positive directional selection has a smaller impact on
the frequency distribution of mutations (Figure 1) andindicates that the test has detected significant selective

effects on the distribution of cell counts in the second was not detectable by the Tajima D-test under any of
the parameter values examined.column of the table.

Tajima’s (1989) D-test was also applied to the simu- The polymorphism tests show different sensitivities
to changes in the examined numbers of alleles andlated nonneutral class of variation. This procedure com-

pares polymorphism data to expectations under an equi- numbers of sites. Increasing the number of sites has a
larger impact on the power of tests of independencelibrium, neutral, no recombination model. The critical

values of the test statistic were taken from Tajima’s and fdMWU tests, whereas the Tajima test gains consid-
erably from increasing the number of sampled alleles.(1989) tables. The D-test differs from the other statisti-

cal tests described above because the test compares a For the parameter ranges considered, the fdMWU test
is at least as powerful, and is often considerably moresingle class of mutations to a null model and because

the critical values that are commonly employed assume powerful, than the other polymorphism tests for detect-
ing both positive and negative directional selection.no recombination rather than free recombination. Taji-

ma’s test was included for comparison because it is often The expected proportion of variable sites in the fixed
differences class (r 5 m) is very sensitive to selectionapplied to data from recombining regions of DNA (i.e.,

Tajima 1989; Moriyama and Powell 1996) and be- (Figure 1). Thus, adding divergence data to compari-
sons of the configurations of mutations is likely to addcause its power to detect the fitness effects of mutations

has not been addressed. substantial power to detect natural selection. Four such
tests were applied to simulated data. Three differentFor the tests restricted to polymorphism data, the

statistical power to detect both negative and positive tests of independence were employed, the 2 3 2 poly-
morphism (1 # r , m) and divergence (r 5 m) test ofselection is shown in Figures 2 and 3. The power to reject

the null hypothesis generally increases as a function of McDonald and Kreitman (1991), the 2 3 3 singleton
(r 5 1), intermediate frequency (1 , r , m), and diver-the absolute value of Nes, but decreases for large negative

values (Figure 3). The cause of this pattern is apparent gence (r 5 m) test of Templeton (1996), and the 2 3 m
frequency distribution and divergence test for unpooledfrom Figure 1; although the location of the distribution

of mutations continues to change as selection becomes frequency classes. These tests were performed as Monte
Carlo tests of homogeneity (MCH) as described above.stronger, the sample size of nonneutral polymorphisms

decreases to zero. For 25 alleles of 1250 neutral and Mann-Whitney U-tests were also applied to the m fre-
quency classes (see Table 1 for abbreviations for tests).selected sites, however, the power to detect even very

strong negative selection is considerable. Among tests The equivalent tests and the fdMWU test were also per-
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Figure 2.—Power of polymorphism configuration tests between neutral and weakly selected mutations. The y-axis plots the
proportion of tests that reject fitness equivalence, P , 0.05, among 1000 simulated data sets for each value of Nes. See Table 1
for abbreviations for tests. Because each point on the graph reflects a proportion from a random binomial sample of size n 5
1000, the 95% confidence intervals for the true values are p̂ 6 2[p̂(1 2 p̂)/1000]1/2. The relative order of the power of these
tests (and those of Figures 3 through 6) was similar for the simulations under unequal numbers of neutral and selected sites
described in the text.

formed on folded distributions (ancestral and derived selection coefficients are small. For tests that include
divergence comparisons the number of sampled sitesstates not inferred). The power of statistical tests that

include divergence data is shown in Figures 4 and 5. generally has a much larger impact on statistical power
than increasing the number of sampled alleles (FiguresAs expected, inclusion of the fixed difference class

adds a great deal of power to detect natural selection, 4 and 5). Examining the unfolded distributions of newly
arisen mutations can have a substantial effect on powerespecially for Nes . 0. Among the tests of independence,

the 2 3 2 test is relatively insensitive to deleterious when the numbers of sampled alleles is small and when
selection is weak (Figure 6).evolution but is roughly equivalent to the 2 3 3 test for

positive selection. The 2 3 m test of homogeneity was It is important to note, however, that the results above
hold only for the given model of evolution under theconsiderably less powerful than the 2 3 3 test over

almost the entire range of parameters examined. Appar- parameters examined. Although these findings proba-
bly hold for parameters within the range investigated,ently, the higher frequency cells increase the degrees

of freedom in the statistical test but contribute little to the superior power of the MWU test over the homogene-
ity tests is due to the particular deviation from the nullthe test statistic both because the expected and observed

values are not sufficiently different and because the investigated here. Under uniform selection, the location
of the configuration of mutations undergoes a unilateralvalues in the cells are small (Figure 1). For a small

number of sites and a large number of alleles, the shift as a function of selection intensity (Figure 1). How-
ever, other alternative models may show differences infdMWU test can be more sensitive to negative selection

than tests of independence that include divergence. the configurations of mutations that may result in
smaller deviations in their means. The choice of tests,However, the fddMWU test is either equivalent to, or

more powerful than, all the other tests over all parame- therefore, depends on the particular alternatives under
consideration. If a model predicts differences in theter values examined. The difference in power is most

notable when the number of alleles is large and when locations of distributions, then MWU tests may provide
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Figure 3.—Power of polymorphism configuration tests between neutral and deleterious mutations. Plots are equivalent to
those of Figure 2 for strongly deleterious mutations.

the greatest statistical power to detect selection. In the estimation of substitution rates can be quite sensitive to
the assumed model of evolution (Nei and Gojoboriabsence of a particular alternative hypothesis, Temple-

ton’s sidMCH test is a general method to test for depar- 1986; Goldman and Yang 1994; Rzhetsky and Nei
1995; Ina 1996; Muse 1996). Accurate estimation re-tures from the null hypothesis of equivalent configura-

tions among classes of mutations. (Similar comparisons quires knowledge of transition probabilities among dif-
ferent nucleotides (or codons) and of how these proba-that combine the frequency distribution of polymorphic

mutations and the number of fixed differences could bilities vary among sites and over time. In the absence
of such knowledge, shorter divergence times allow morealso enhance the sensitivity of between-region compari-

sons of DNA variation, but the power of such tests has reliable inference of the numbers of evolutionary fixa-
tions at the expense of some statistical power. In addition,not been investigated.)

The evolutionary distance, tdiv, between the alleles ancestral and derived states at variable nucleotide posi-
tions can be inferred with greater confidence when levelssampled from within a population and the outgroup

sequence can have a large impact on the power to detect of evolutionary divergence among the sequences are low
(Collins et al. 1994; Frumhoff and Reeve 1994; Yangselection. Figure 7 shows the effect of times of diver-

gence on the pdMCH and fddMWU tests. Increasing et al. 1995; Schluter et al. 1997; Zhang and Nei 1997).
These simulation data suggest that, under the assump-tdiv increases the sample sizes of fixed differences re-

sulting in an increase in the power of all the tests that tions of the Sawyer-Hartl model, comparisons of the
configurations of neutral and selected mutations haveinclude this information and a decrease in the differ-

ences among these tests. However, these results assume considerable statistical power to detect even very weak
positive and negative selection. This inference of selec-accurate counting of the numbers of substitutions (un-

der the infinite sites model, the number of diverged tion is dependent on two steps. A difference in the con-
figurations of two categories of mutations suggests dif-sites equals the number of substitutions). In practice,

the number of substitutions is inferred given the num- ferent distributions of their fitness effects. If one of the
categories of mutations evolves neutrally, then, underber of differences between extant sequences and an

evolutionary model that determines the appropriate a constant directional selection model, the sign of the
fitness effects of the second class of mutations can becorrection for the number of sites that have undergone

multiple substitutions. At higher levels of divergence, inferred from the location of its distribution relative to
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Figure 4.—Power of polymorphism and divergence configuration tests between neutral and weakly selected mutations. The
y-axis plots the proportion of tests that reject fitness equivalence, P , 0.05, among 1000 simulated data sets for each value of
Nes. See Table 1 for abbreviations for tests. Templeton (1996) also suggested a “young vs. old” mutations 2 3 2 test of independence
between singletons (r 5 1 and r 5 m 2 1) and all other frequency classes (1 , r , m 2 1 and r 5 m). The power of this test
was examined but the results are not shown. This test is sensitive to strong deleterious selection, especially for small sample sizes,
but has little power to detect positive selection coefficients. For some parameters, the power of this test decreases with increasing
numbers of alleles.

that for the neutral class. An excess of rare polymor- favoring translationally superior major codons (Sharp
and Li 1986; Li 1987; Bulmer 1988, 1991). The simplestphisms, relative to the neutral class, suggests negative

selection coefficients, whereas too many fixed differences evolutionary model of this scenario considers twofold
redundant codons in a haploid organism (Li 1987;suggest adaptive evolution. The assumption of neutrality

at silent sites in coding regions is critical to such inferences Bulmer 1991). Mutations occur at rates v from nonma-
of selection in protein evolution. The following section jor codons to major codons and u in the opposite direc-
employs simulation data to examine the statistical power tion. Major codons confer selective advantage s. This
to detect a particular model of selection at silent sites and scenario is depicted below:
compares the configurations of putative fitness classes of
silent DNA mutations in D. simulans.

major →u minor
1s

←
v 2s

CONFIGURATION TESTS OF
MUTATION-SELECTION-DRIFT Consider a locus consisting of a number of such sites.

The proportion of major codons at the locus is deter-Patterns of codon usage in a number of organisms are
mined by u/v, the ratio of the mutation rates, and Nes,consistent with natural selection discriminating among
the product of effective population size and selectionsynonymous codons to enhance the efficiency and/or
coefficient. If these parameters remain relatively con-the accuracy of protein synthesis (reviewed in Ikemura
stant, then the proportion of major codons at the locus1985; Andersson and Kurland 1990; Sharp et al.
will reach a steady state (i.e., equal numbers of forward1995). Under “major codon preference,” codon usage
and backward substitutions).bias is maintained by a balance among the forces of

mutation pressure, genetic drift, and natural selection Major codon preference predicts two fitness classes
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Figure 5.—Power of polymorphism and divergence configuration tests between neutral and deleterious mutations. The plots
are equivalent to those of Figure 4 for strongly deleterious mutations.

of silent mutations, “preferred” mutations from nonma- The statistical power to detect major codon prefer-
ence at silent sites can be examined under the Sawyer-jor to major codons and “unpreferred” mutations in the

opposite direction (Akashi 1995). A purely mutational Hartl model. Li (1987) and Bulmer (1991) give expres-
sions for the steady-state proportion of major codonsmodel of codon bias requires differences in the forward

and backward mutations rates (Freese 1962; Sueoka in a given gene under assumptions of constant Nes and
independent evolution among sites. This proportion is1962, 1988), but does not predict differences in the evo-

lutionary configurations of mutations in the two direc- determined by four parameters: u and v, the forward
and backward mutation rates; s, the selective advantagetions, because both are neutral.

Figure 6.—Configuration tests between neutral and selected mutations for folded and unfolded distributions. The y-axis plots
the proportion of tests that reject fitness equivalence, P , 0.05, among 1000 simulated data sets for each value of Nes. The
statistical power of the fddMWU test for folded (f) and unfolded (uf) configurations of mutations is shown. For unfolded
configurations, ancestral and derived states are assumed to be inferred with complete accuracy. See Table 1 for abbreviations
for tests.
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Figure 7.—The effect of tdiv on the power of configuration tests between neutral and selected mutations. The y-axis plots the
proportion of tests that reject fitness equivalence, P , 0.05, among 1000 simulated data sets for each value of Nes. Results for
the pdMCH and fddMWU tests are shown for tdiv 5 0.6, 1.2, 2.4, and 4.8. See Table 1 for abbreviations for tests.

of major codons; and Ne, the species effective population crease in the per-locus preferred mutation rate will re-
sult in a loss of statistical power to detect differencessize. For these simulations, per-site mutation rates were

set to u 5 1.2 3 1029 and v 5 0.8 3 1029. The ratio of between the configurations of preferred and unpre-
ferred mutations. However, under major codon prefer-the mutation rates, u/v 5 1.5, gives an equilibrium

mutational base composition of 60% A 1 T, the average ence, observed levels of codon bias in Drosophila require
selection coefficients in the range of z0 , |Nes| , 3. Thebase composition of putatively neutrally evolving introns

in D. melanogaster (Shields et al. 1988; Moriyama and analyses below examine the statistical power to detect
differences in the configurations of the two classes ofHartl 1993). This base composition is also consistent

with substitution patterns in presumably “dead-on- silent mutations under such a parameter range.
DNA variation data were simulated for preferred andarrival” non-LTR transposable elements in Drosophila

(D. Petrov, personal communication). The proportion unpreferred mutations under the Sawyer-Hartl Poisson
random field model. Assuming stationary frequency dis-of sites encoding major codons was calculated from

Equation 6 of Bulmer (1991) given the parameters, u, tributions and independent evolution at all sites, the
numbers of sampled preferred and unpreferred muta-v, Ne, and s. The numbers of major and nonmajor co-

dons were determined by this proportion and the num- tions in each frequency class are independent Poisson
random variables. Simulations were conducted for theber of sites in the locus, l, and were assumed fixed (no

stochastic variance) for a given set of parameter values. parameters described above and l 5 500, 1000, 2500,
and 5000 mutable sites and m 5 5, 10, 25, and 50 alleles.Per-locus mutation rates to unpreferred and preferred

mutations are the product of per-site mutation rates Selection coefficients between major and nonmajor co-
dons were varied between 0 # Nes # 6, and the time ofand the numbers of major and nonmajor codons, re-

spectively. Note that, under this model, per-locus pre- divergence between the sampled alleles and the out-
group was varied between tdiv 5 0.6, 1.2, 2.4, and 4.8. Aferred and unpreferred mutation rates are a function

of the strength of selection. total of 1000 sample configurations of preferred and
unpreferred mutations were simulated for each set ofFigure 8 shows the expected configurations of unpre-

ferred and preferred mutations under major codon parameters. The pdMCH, sidMCH, and fddMCH tests
of independence, and the fdMWU and fddMWU testspreference. The numbers of mutations in each fre-

quency class in the configuration, r 5 1 to m, can be were applied to each simulated data set.
Figure 9 compares the statistical power of these fivedetermined from Sawyer and Hartl’s sampling equa-

tions given m, the number of alleles examined, tdiv, the methods to detect mutation-selection-drift. For all tests,
the power to detect selection increases initially with Nestime of divergence between the species sampled and

the outgroup, and the five parameters discussed above. but falls off as major codon usage reaches 100%. Each
of the statistical methods shows some power to detectEven very weak selection can skew the configurations

of the two classes of silent mutations. As selection in- weak selection. The relative power of the different tests
is similar to that for the neutral vs. selected mutationscreases the proportion of major codons in a given locus,

differences in the configurations of the proportion of tests. The frequency distribution test is generally less
powerful than tests that include divergence data. Amongmutations in the frequency classes become more pro-

nounced (Figure 8, a–c) but the expected numbers of the latter category, 2 3 3 tests of independence are
considerably more powerful than both 2 3 2 and 2 3preferred mutations decrease (Figure 8, d–f). This de-
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Figure 8.—Expected configurations of preferred and unpreferred mutations under major codon preference. The expected
numbers of newly arisen mutations at frequency classes r 5 1 to m in a sample of sequences were calculated according to Sawyer
and Hartl (1992) and Hartl et al. (1994). Data are shown for m 5 5 sequences and tdiv 5 0.6. a, b, and c show the expected
proportion of variable sites in the sample at different frequencies under Nes 5 60.5, 61.0, and 63.0, which correspond to major
codon usages of 65, 85, and 100%, respectively. c, d, and e show the proportion of sites at which variants are expected to be
segregating at different frequencies or fixed in the sample. Superscript f denotes “fixed” difference class (r 5 m).

m tests. Overall, however, the fddMWU test is either If codon bias is maintained under mutation-selection-
drift in this lineage, then frequency distribution andindistinguishable from, or more powerful than, all the

other tests over the parameter ranges considered. The divergence comparisons should have a high probability
of rejecting fitness equivalence between preferred andgain in power is greatest when the number of sampled

alleles is large. For the same total number of aligned unpreferred mutations.
In D. simulans, the configurations of preferred andnucleotides, increasing the number of sampled sites has

a greater impact on statistical power than increasing the unpreferred mutations are similar to those expected
under weak selection (Figure 8b). The 37 preferrednumbers of alleles.

These power analyses suggest that configuration com- mutations are segregating at higher frequencies and are
more often fixed than the 101 unpreferred changesparisons, given enough mutations, can detect natural

selection near its limit of efficacy. The configurations (Mann-Whitney U-test, z 5 3.12, P 5 0.0009, one-tailed).
The other statistical tests were also significant at the 5%of preferred and unpreferred synonymous codons have

been compared in DNA sequence data from D. simulans level; frequency distributions are skewed toward higher
values (Mann-Whitney U-test, z 5 1.71, P 5 0.044), ratios(Akashi 1997a) and the results are reiterated in Figure

10. Major codon preference predicts frequency distribu- of polymorphism to divergence are lower (Fisher’s exact
test, P 5 0.007), and the ratios of singleton, intermediatetions and divergence skewed toward higher values for

advantageous preferred silent mutations than for delete- frequency, and fixed differences are skewed toward
higher values for preferred than for unpreferred muta-rious unpreferred mutations. Equivalent configurations

constitute the null hypothesis in this comparison and tions (Monte Carlo homogeneity test, P 5 0.015). These
patterns are both consistent with major codon prefer-neutrality of both classes of mutations (the purely muta-

tional model) is a subset of this null. Figure 10 shows the ence and difficult to explain in the absence of selection
(Akashi 1997a).configurations of preferred and unpreferred mutations

pooled from five alleles from each of eight D. simulans
genes found in the literature or in GenBank (Table 2).

NONNEUTRAL SILENT SITES AND TESTS OFMethods to identify major codons and infer ancestral
NATURAL SELECTION IN PROTEIN EVOLUTIONand derived states for silent mutations are given in

Akashi (1995). Equivalent data from D. melanogaster are Sawyer et al. (1987) and McDonald and Kreitman
not shown because other lines of evidence indicate a (1991) proposed comparisons of configurations between
reduction in the efficacy of selection at silent sites in a putatively neutrally evolving (silent) and a potentially
this lineage (Akashi 1995, 1996). Although only five selected (replacement) class of mutations. A number
alleles were analyzed in D. simulans, close to 2500 silent of claims of adaptive protein evolution depend on such

an assumption of neutral evolution of synonymous mu-sites were examined across the eight genes in Table 2.
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Figure 9.—Power of polymorphism and divergence configuration tests between preferred and unpreferred mutations. The
y-axis plots the proportion of tests that reject fitness equivalence, P , 0.05, among 1000 simulated data sets for each value of
the proportion of major codons at mutable sites. Because the direction of the deviations in the configurations of preferred and
unpreferred mutations are predicted under major codon preference, one-tailed probabilities were calculated for these tests. For
Monte Carlo homogeneity tests, the proportion of randomized tables with both a higher average frequency of preferred than
unpreferred codons and an equal or larger test statistic than the data was taken as the probability of a given configuration. The
five tests are those from Figure 6. The analyses are similar to those shown in Akashi (1997a, Figure 5) but the per-site mutation
rates are more conservative (lower), the 2 3 m test of independence is included, Monte Carlo homogeneity tests replace G-tests,
and power to reject the null is plotted as a function of levels of major codon usage rather than selection intensity.

tations (McDonald and Kreitman 1991; Eanes et al. of two categories of mutations; half of the sites evolve
under major codon preference and the other half evolve1993; Long and Langley 1993; Karotam et al. 1995,

King 1998). Configuration tests, however, support weak neutrally. Preferred and unpreferred mutations at ma-
jor codon preference sites are pooled into a single cate-selection at silent sites in Drosophila (Akashi 1995,

1997a; Akashi and Schaeffer 1997), and a number of gory representing silent mutations and compared to
the neutral class, representing replacement mutations.other patterns of silent DNA evolution in Drosophila

are consistent with mutation-selection-drift (Shields et (This does not assume that all protein mutations are
neutral. Amino acid positions at which mutations areal. 1988; Sharp and Li 1989; Kliman and Hey 1993,

1994; Moriyama and Hartl 1993; Akashi 1994; Mori- strongly selected against do not contribute to variation
and would not be counted in the number of mutableyama and Powell 1997; Powell and Moriyama 1997).

Although major codon preference could, in principle, replacement sites in these simulations.) DNA variation
data were generated as described above for the sameaffect interpretations of comparisons between silent and

replacement mutations (Akashi 1995), the magnitude mutational parameters, effective population size, times
of divergence, and sample sizes. pdMCH tests of homo-of such effects has not been evaluated.

Computer simulations were conducted to determine geneity and fdMWU and fddMWU tests were applied
to 1000 simulated configurations of silent and replace-whether neutral protein evolution and selection at silent

sites could mimic patterns that have been attributed to ment mutations for each set of parameters.
Figure 11 shows the fraction of statistical tests thatadaptive amino acid substitutions. DNA variation data

were generated under a combination of the two scenar- reject equivalence of the configurations of nonneutral
silent and neutral replacement mutations. Under theios described in the sections above. A given locus consists
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to the strength of selection. If major codon preference
accurately describes silent evolution, then silent/re-
placement comparisons may be valid in low codon bias
genes. However, when selection intensity (and the pro-
portion of major codons) is high, the majority of silent
mutations are deleterious unpreferred changes (Figure
8, d–f), and the means of the configurations of silent
mutations tend to be lower than those of the neutral
expectation. The null model can be rejected at a high
rate, and the relative locations of the configurations
are consistent with neutral evolution at silent sites and
adaptive amino acid substitutions. For the data exam-
ined in this study, the average codon bias across the
eight D. simulans genes is z80% major codons; compari-Figure 10.—The configurations of preferred, unpreferred,
sons of replacement mutations to pooled silent muta-and replacement mutations in D. simulans. The proportions

of 101 unpreferred (black), 37 preferred (gray), and 22 re- tions are difficult to interpret.
placement (striped) mutations segregating at the given fre- Separate contrasts of replacement mutations to pre-
quencies or fixed among five alleles of each of eight D. simulans ferred and unpreferred silent changes may shed some
genes are shown. Pooled data are from eight D. simulans genes

light on mechanisms of protein evolution (Akashifrom Table 2. Interestingly, 11 of the 12 amino acid “fixations”
1995). Under major codon preference, the configura-in D. simulans have occurred in the Zw gene, whereas the

singleton polymorphisms are distributed more evenly among tions of preferred and unpreferred mutations reflect
the eight genes; the distribution of selection coefficients may evolution under small positive and negative selection
differ among genes. Superscript f denotes “fixed” difference coefficients, respectively. Thus, configurations of re-
class (r 5 m).

placement mutations skewed toward a larger fraction
of high frequency variants and fixed differences than
preferred mutations reflect adaptive protein evolution,parameters examined, these tests show some power to
whereas configurations skewed toward an excess of lowreject the null when major codons reach a frequency
frequency amino acid mutations relative to unpreferredof about 70 to 80% (Nes ≈ 1). At higher levels of major
silent mutations support deleterious protein evolution.codon usage (stronger selection), the tests can be quite

The configurations of replacement mutations as wellsensitive to mutation-selection-drift. At tdiv 5 0.6, the
as preferred and unpreferred silent mutations amongfdMWU test is more powerful than the pdMCH test,
the five alleles of eight D. simulans genes are shownand the fddMWU test is generally most powerful. At
in Figure 10. Surprisingly, roughly half of the variablehigher levels of divergence, all tests become more sensi-
replacement sites are singleton polymorphisms and thetive to major codon preference and the pdMCH test
other half are fixed in the samples of five D. simulansoutperforms the fdMWU test (data not shown).
alleles. Because no prediction had been made for theThe impact of mutation-selection-drift on silent/re-
shape of the configuration of replacement mutations,placement configuration comparisons is very sensitive
Templeton’s (1996) sidMCH test was applied to the
data. The configuration of replacement mutations is

TABLE 2 significantly different from that of both preferred (P 5
0.028, two-tailed) and unpreferred (P , 0.001) silentFrequency distributions and divergence of DNA
changes. Although the number of replacement muta-mutations in D. simulans
tions in these data is small, this configuration does not
appear to conform to the predictions for protein evolu-n r

tion under uniform selection coefficients (including
r Unpref Pref Rep neutral evolution).

The excesses of rare amino acid polymorphisms and1 55 12 9
2 22 4 1 fixed differences can be explained by relaxing the as-
3 7 5 0 sumption of uniform Nes. One possibility is a combina-
4 3 3 0 tion of a large fraction of slightly deleterious amino acid
5 14 13 12 changes and heterogeneity in effective population size

The numbers of nonancestral mutations, nr, segregating at over time. Lower effective population sizes in the past
frequency r in samples of five D. simulans sequences are shown would have allowed slightly deleterious mutations to go
for unpreferred (unpref) and preferred (pref) silent changes, to fixation, whereas more effective selection in larger
and replacement (rep) mutations. Data were pooled across

current populations keeps deleterious polymorphismseight genes: Adh, Adhr, boss, Mlc1, Rh3, per, Pgi, and Zw. See
at low frequencies. Such a nonequilibrium scenario wasAkashi (1997a) for GenBank accession numbers or references

for these data. suggested by Ohta (1993) to explain lower ratios of
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Figure 11.—Power of polymorphism and divergence configuration tests between neutral mutations and mutations under
major codon preference. The y-axis plots the proportion of tests that reject fitness equivalence, P , 0.05, among 1000 simulated
data sets for each value of major codon usage. See text for simulation parameters and Table 1 for abbreviations for tests.

DISCUSSIONpolymorphism to divergence for replacement than si-
lent evolution at the Drosophila Adh locus. However, Under the Sawyer-Hartl Poisson random field model,
because major codon preference is very sensitive to comparisons of the configurations of functional catego-
small changes in Nes (Akashi 1996), population-level ries of DNA mutations can have considerable power to
phenomena should impact silent DNA mutations as well detect even very weak directional selection on classes of
as amino acid changes. Roughly equal numbers of pre- DNA mutations. These findings cannot be generalized
ferred and unpreferred silent fixations in the D. simulans beyond evolution under the parameter ranges consid-
lineage (Table 2) argue against large, or prolonged, ered and under the Sawyer-Hartl assumptions of sta-
fluctuations in effective population size. tionarity, free recombination, and independent fitness

Heterogeneity in selection coefficients, either across effects of all mutations. Given these assumptions, con-
sites or across time, could also account for the configu- figuration comparisons that include information from
rations of amino acid mutations in D. simulans. One both frequency distributions of polymorphic mutations
possibility is that selection coefficients vary among and numbers of fixed differences confer the greatest
amino acid positions; low frequency polymorphisms are power to detect the fitness effects of mutations. The
deleterious mutations that rarely go to fixation, whereas Mann-Whitney U-test, which is sensitive to differences
fixed differences in the sample reflect occasional adap- in the locations of distributions, is a more powerful
tive amino acid substitutions. In this scenario, the poly- statistical approach to detect uniform selection coeffi-
morphic and fixed mutations in the sample are not a cients than contingency tests of homogeneity. Accumu-
result of a single process of evolution under constant lating DNA variation data for a large number of muta-
parameters but reflect a combination of the evolution- tions with similar fitness effects is critical to the power of
ary dynamics of multiple fitness classes of mutations. these tests. Configuration tests suggest that among eight

Selection coefficients varying across time, rather than D. simulans genes, a large fraction of both silent and re-
among DNA sites, could also explain the deficiency of placement mutations affect fitness. Some limitations to
intermediate frequency amino acid polymorphisms this approach and these findings are discussed below.
(Hartl and Dykhuizen 1985). Most amino acid muta- Robustness of configuration comparisons: Under the
tions are deleterious and are unlikely to reach apprecia- Sawyer-Hartl assumptions, the numbers of observed mu-
ble frequencies within populations, but occasional envi- tations in each frequency class for each category of muta-
ronmental changes cause a subset of polymorphisms to tions are independent Poisson random numbers. Under
become adaptive and rapidly go to fixation. Although these conditions, the test statistics of both Monte Carlo
the configuration of amino acid mutations in D. simulans homogeneity tests and Mann-Whitney U-tests will be
is intriguing, more rigorous inference of mechanisms appropriately distributed under the null hypothesis of
of protein evolution will require DNA sequence data equivalent configurations of mutations. However, in-
both for a larger number of genes in this species and dependent evolution at all sites, a stationary frequency
equivalent data from other lineages. In addition, inter- distribution of mutations, and random sampling from
preting these data may require predictions for the con- a panmictic population are clearly not biologically realis-
figurations of amino acid mutations under more com- tic assumptions for many DNA sequence studies. One

of the most appealing features of configuration compar-plex models of evolution than those considered here.
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isons is its claimed robustness to these assumptions. In is not limited to, neutral evolution for both classes of
mutations.the special case of no recombination, each of the alleles

in a sample will be related by a single genealogy. If Given a departure from equivalent configurations for
two or more classes of mutations, further inference (ofmutations have occurred at a constant (and low) rate

on this genealogy, then the numbers of mutations from the sign and magnitude of selection coefficients) re-
quires additional information or assumptions. Undereach category on each branch of the genealogy will be

independent Poisson random numbers, regardless of a directional selection model with uniform selection
coefficients, the relative locations of the configurationswhether the particular genealogy is sampled from an

equilibrium, panmictic population (Sawyer et al. 1987; identify the relative magnitudes of the fitness effects for
the two classes of mutations. For example, if one classHudson 1993). A similar argument has been made for

intermediate levels of recombination. If the two classes of mutations is known to evolve neutrally, then configu-
rations skewed toward an excess of high frequency andof mutations are randomly interspersed in a genetic

region (with respect to differences in evolutionary his- fixed variants for a second class suggest adaptive evolu-
tion. However, the same pattern could arise from weaktories of subregions in the data), then configuration

tests should be robust to departures from stationarity deleterious effects of the first class of mutations and
neutral evolution for the second class. The assumptionsand panmixis (McDonald and Kreitman 1991; Hud-

son 1993). The effects of such departures from the underlying such inferences should be made explicit.
A number of studies have attempted to infer the ab-Sawyer-Hartl assumptions on the distribution of the test

statistics of configuration comparisons have not been solute intensity of selection (the magnitude of Nes)
from the configuration of mutations (Sawyer et al.confirmed. It is unclear whether genetic linkage, nonsta-

tionarity, or nonrandom population sampling can lead 1987; Sawyer and Hartl 1992; Hartl et al. 1994;
Akashi 1995; Akashi and Schaeffer 1997; Nachmanto false rejection of the null model under equivalent

distributions of fitness effects (Type I error). The ro- 1998). These studies have found maximum-likelihood
estimates for Nes given the observed ratios of polymor-bustness and power of configuration tests under viola-

tions of the Sawyer-Hartl assumptions are not addressed phic and fixed differences or the observed frequency
distribution of polymorphic mutations. In addition tohere.

The analyses above have implicitly assumed that per- the Sawyer-Hartl assumptions of free recombination and
stationarity, these studies have imposed an additionallocus mutation rates have remained constant over the

time periods examined. Particular scenarios of variable assumption of uniform Nes for all mutations in a given
category. Surprisingly, each of the studies has foundmutation rates can produce differences in the configu-

rations of mutations identical to those resulting from maximum-likelihood estimates of |Nes| ≈ 1. However,
none of the studies has tested the fit of a distributionnatural selection (Eyre-Walker 1997). Consistent dif-

ferences in configuration tests in independent lineages of selection coefficients to the data (such nested hypoth-
eses can be tested through likelihood-ratio tests). Forcan distinguish the effects of mutational processes from

those of selection (Akashi 1997b). example, a number of studies have interpreted higher
polymorphism/divergence ratios for replacement thanInterpreting departures from equivalent configura-

tions of mutations: If configuration comparisons are for silent mutations as evidence for slightly deleterious
protein mutations with uniform Nes ≈ 21. It is possiblerobust to departures from the assumptions of the Pois-

son random field model, then such methods provide a that a combination of relatively strongly deleterious and
neutral (or even adaptive) mutations could explain thegeneral approach for inferring the distribution of fitness

effects for various classes of mutations. However, the data equally well. Examination of each frequency class
in the configuration of mutations under the Sawyer-relationship between evolutionary configurations and

the fitness effects of mutations must be treated with Hartl maximum-likelihood method may help in distin-
guishing between such scenarios. The patterns of DNAcaution. The null hypothesis of these tests is equivalent

configurations for the classes of mutations. This condi- variation in D. simulans suggest that distributions includ-
ing both positive and negative fitness effects should betion is satisfied when the distributions of selection coef-

ficients for the two classes of mutations are equivalent considered for both silent and protein variation.
Defining putative fitness classes of mutations: Con-(neutrality for both classes of mutations is one scenario

that satisfies this null). However, the converse does not figuration comparisons can be applied to any categories
of interspersed DNA mutations. Fitness effects of muta-necessarily hold; it is possible that different distributions

of selection coefficients can give rise to the same con- tions in introns and noncoding regions, insertion/dele-
tion events, and mutations in regulatory elements canfiguration of mutations. Thus, rejection of the null can

be interpreted as evidence for differences in the fitness be assessed through such methods. However, the power
of this approach depends critically on the ability toeffects of mutations, but similar configurations do not

necessarily imply similar fitness effects. “Tests of neutral- identify putative fitness classes of mutations. At silent
sites, a simple model of selection for translational effi-ity” is not an appropriate description of configuration

comparisons because the null hypothesis includes, but ciency predicts differential fitness effects of forward and
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contingency table with column sums c1, c 2 and row sums the counts for the remaining c2 entries form the second
column. Randomly permute the array of n integers andr1, r2, . . . , rn. Into an array of length l 5 c1 1 c 2, randomly

insert r1 copies of the integer 1, r2 copies of the integer reconstitute the table. Such random tables will have the
same row and column sums as the observed (or simulated)2, . . . , and rn copies of integer n. The counts (the

numbers of 1’s, 2’s, . . . , n’s) for the first c 1 entries of table and the correct joint hypergeometric distribution
(Bill Engels, personal communication).this array form the first column of the 2 3 n table, and


